Workshop
Flow4Biz

“Science or Languages?
or: Towards a more Empathy-Oriented Education”
12th October 2015 (Amsterdam)
15th October 2015 (Vienna)

Our changing modern society brings many challenges; where modern trends in automatisation
and other developments in the labour market pose additional demands on our education
systems, not to mention the constant experimental adjustments or saving-measures directed
from politicians, which prove be rather counterproductive after all.
Yet, the development of a more positive society, private and business relations start both at
school and at home: Through the said framework, the existing model at school for the
development of more "efficient" people and citizens, has not brought any positive results: Pupils
have learned theoretical models, copied them, but it produced a society system and employees,
often without motivation: a society without a soul, without real connection with others: children
experience school-life without a real sparkle and curiosity of discovering the world, questioning
and appreciation of themselves and others is underrated.
This reflects e.g. also in the businesses sphere: facing problems with the creation of wellfunctioning teams and communication; threats and bullying in business, a lack of motivation of
employees.
Society underestimates the importance of adults and children being valued; where appreciation
is the engine of every contact. As such, this lack if appreciation costs the state huge budgets in
social welfare and psychological even physical healthcare (burnouts depressions, etc.). Therefore
it is equally a vital ‘political’ agenda item towards a social and functional society.
This interactive workshop will present our trends and offers alternative views to illustrate the
importance of a more broad-ranged philosophically based approach: to foster those critical
thinking, analytical skills, debating culture, rather than a current black-and-white “science” or
“language” option. All these are skills that would realty contribute to society as a whole. To be
concluded by an active discussion round.
Keywords: Educational reforms, Social media, Hard vs soft skills, Philosophy, Literature and
historical awareness, Conflict prevention (e.g. mobbing).
(Language: Dutch or English in Amsterdam, German in Vienna)*
For more info on the programme, your special company needs and/or pricing:
mail: info@flow4biz.eu

*) based on client’s preferences
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